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The fifth-order optical nonlinearity of Tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminium (Alq3) thin films deposited on quartz
substrates when exposed to an intense laser excitation of mid-infrared femtosecond pulses is investigated. This
property was examined by generating the fifth-harmonic frequency of the driving field whose signal strength as a
function of laser intensity is well described by a power-law scaling. The perturbative nature of the underlying
mechanism enabled the linking of the process directly to the fifth-order nonlinear optical susceptibility χ(5). We
also utilized the open-aperture z-scan for studying the nonlinear absorption aspect of the third-order nonlinear
optical properties of the sample. It was found that Alq3 thin-films inherit the same saturable absorption character
reported in Alq3 solutions under continuous laser excitation in the visible range, with a comparable value of the
nonlinear absorption coefficient βeff (in the order of 10− 2 cm/W).

Introduction
Organic materials are known to have a great potential for their use as
nonlinear optical (NLO) materials in integrated optical and electrooptical devices [1–3]. In addition to ease of fabrication and tailoring
ability, these systems are of major interest due to their fast response to
light, which is determined by the individual molecular units rather than
the bulk electronic structure. Organic materials featuring extended
π-electron systems play a central role in this field, where the presence of
loosely bound and spatially delocalized electrons results in fast and
strong polarization [4,5]. This kind of structure has been employed and
proposed in various nonlinear optics-related applications such as optical
limiting, saturable absorption, all-optical switches, and harmonic gen
eration [6–11].
The presence of a metal ion in the middle of a highly delocalized πconjugation system can enrich particular NLO processes. Tris (8hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (III), abbreviated as (Alq3), is a wellknown example of this type of organometallic structure. Alq3 is widely
involved in various cutting-edge optoelectronic technologies such as

organic light-emitting diodes (OLED) and organic light-emitting tran
sistors devices [11–17].
A recent study [18] investigated the optical nonlinearity of Alq3 in
solution form and discussed its potential as a saturable absorber in
photonics applications by studying its response to a visible continuous
wave (CW) laser using the z-scan technique. The authors reported that
the nonlinear absorption coefficient (βeff) has negative values in Alq3
chloroform solutions under CW excitation in the range from 457 nm to
496 nm. This nonlinear indicator was found to increase with increasing
laser power or solution concentration and vary with the tuning of the
driving wavelength. In addition to these parameters, the NLO properties
are also sensitive to the form of the nonlinear medium. It has been
observed [19], for example, that the nonlinear absorption nature of
Tetraphenyl-porphyrin (TPP) displays a shift from reverse saturation
absorption in TPP solution to saturation absorption in TPP ultrathin
films. Thin films of organic materials were also found to provide an
excellent platform to modulate the nonlinear response by, for example,
defects, grain size, surface morphology, the length of the medium, and
the electronic band structure [20–22]. Thin films can offer a compact
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and stable alternative to using solutions in devices where they suffer
from practical limitations. Thin films are also considered to be better
targets for harmonic generation due to their higher density of emitters.
Low-order harmonics such as the third- and fifth- orders are very useful
methods for frequency up-conversion, which are important elements for
different applications including optical communication and signal pro
cessing. Fundamentally, on the other hand, studying low-order har
monics allows for probing materials’ key optical constants as well as
peculiar electronic properties and dynamics [23–25]. Alq3 thin films are
good candidates for generating low-order harmonics with infrared ul
trashort laser pulses due to their high stability, good heat resistance
[26], and photophysical properties in the visible region. The unique
molecular structure of Alq3 also facilitates intermolecular charge
transfer from ligand to metal and vice versa, in addition to ligand-toligand charge transfer, which could enhance NLO polarization. Alq3
thin-films have been shown to exhibit efficient third-harmonic genera
tion at a fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm in [27,28]. However,
beyond third-order nonlinearity, there is a lack of studies on the NLO
properties of Alq3 thin films.
In this work, the nonlinear response of Alq3 thin films on quartz
substrates is studied. Our work first answers the question whether an
Alq3 thin film preserves the saturation absorption character observed in
Alq3 chloroform solutions by measuring its nonlinear absorptive
response. Then, a further investigation on the harmonic generation
capability of Alq3 thin-films beyond third-order NLO effects is presented.
We report the observation of fifth-order nonlinearity in Alq3 thin films
through the generation of the fifth harmonic frequency in response to a
strong laser excitation of 2 µm femtosecond laser pulses. The perturba
tive character of the process is confirmed and the harmonic yield is
linked to the fifth-order NLO susceptibility χ (5).

Z-scan measurements
The Z-scan technique allows the measurement of the sign and
magnitude of third-order NLO quantities, which are critical for practical
applications in optical devices. This method, first proposed by ShiekBahae et al. [29], records the transmittance of a tightly focused
Gaussian beam as a function of the position (z) of the target sample. The
nonlinear absorption properties of Alq3 thin films were measured using
the open aperture Z-scan technique with a diode-pumped solid-state
(DPSS) laser delivering CW light at 532 nm. In an open aperture (OA) Zscan, the whole light transmitted through the sample is recorded as a
function of its position (z) along the focused laser beam axis.
Fifth-order harmonic generation
The experimental setup employed to generate the fifth-harmon
ic signal is presented in Fig. 1. The driving mid-infrared laser pulses are
produced from an Yb-amplifier pumped optical parametric chirped
pulse (OPCPA) [30]. The 100 kHz output beam is linearly polarized with
a wavelength centered at around 2 µm and a pulse duration of 30 fs. The
laser light is focused into the sample using a concave mirror with a focal
length of 20 cm. There was no observed damage in the sample at the
maximum laser intensity used in the experiment (2.18 TW/cm2). The
strong signal of the third harmonic in the generated light from the
sample overwhelms that of the fifth harmonic. A rotating CaF2 prism
was therefore used to spatially separate the wavelengths. The intensities
and spectra of the selected spectral regions from the emitted light were
recorded using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) and a UV–VIS spectrom
eter (Ocean Optics HDX).
Results and discussion

Experimental

Structural characterization

Film preparation and characterization

The X-ray diffraction pattern of the sample is shown in Fig. 2. The
broad XRD hump at about 2θ = 24◦ , with no sharp peaks, confirms the
amorphous nature of the film.
The surface morphology of the thin film was investigated using a
field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). The image in
Fig. 3(a) indicates that the surface of the thin film is textured with
randomly and irregular granules of Alq3 molecules.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), a two-dimensional surface morphology image
of Alq3 thin film was obtained using an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM).
The surface of the as-deposited thin film was scanned over an area of
5 × 5 µm2 and displays arrangement of hills and valleys, with randomly
arranged aggregation grains.

Alq3 powder of purity 99.99% (from Aldrich Chem Co.) with the
molecular formula Al(C9H6NO)3 was used as received without any
further purification.
Alq3 films were deposited onto pre-cleaned glass and optically flat
single-crystal quartz substrates using a conventional thermal evapora
tion system (Edwards, E 306 A) under a base pressure of 10-6 mbar. Glass
substrates were used for structural analysis, whereas quartz substrates
were used for optical measurements. Both types of substrates were
carefully washed several times using acetone, ethyl alcohol, and distilled
water separately and then dried with nitrogen gas. The Alq3 powder was
sublimated from a quartz crucible source heated by a tungsten coil at a
pressure of 10-6 mbar. The deposition rate and film thickness were
controlled during the evaporation process using a quartz crystal thick
ness monitor. The rate of deposition was adjusted to 0.15 nm/s. The
thickness of the film was determined after deposition using a DEKTAK
thickness profile meter.
The X-ray diffractometer (XRD, X’pert MPD, Panalytical) was used to
identify the structural characteristics of the films using Cu Kα radiation
of wavelength λ = 1.5406 Ao as a source. The measurements were per
formed in the diffraction angle (2θ) range with a step size of 0.02 (2θ/s).
The morphology of the films was studied by a field emission scanning
electron microscope (JELO JSM-7600F). The UV–visible (UV–Vis) ab
sorption spectra of Alq3 chloroform solutions and thin films in the
wavelength range of 200 to 2000 nm were obtained using a spectro
photometer (JASCO V-670 UV–Vis-NIR). The photoluminescence (PL)
emission spectra were carried out using a spectrofluorometer (JASCO
FP-8200). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Solver Next, NT-MDT,
Moscow, Russia) was employed to obtain information on the topog
raphy and the surface roughness of the thin film.

Linear optical characterization
The normalized absorption spectrum of Alq3 thin film is shown in
Fig. 4. In the visible region, the film exhibits a weak broad absorption
peak centered at around 392 nm. In the ultraviolet (UV) region two

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for 5th harmonic gener
ation from Alq3 thin film in transmission geometry. λ/2: Half wave plate; CM:
focusing concave mirror; PMT: photomultiplier tube.
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Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction spectrum of Alq3 thin film. Inset: chemical structure of
Alq3 molecule.
Fig. 4. Normalized UV–Vis absorption (blue curve) and PL spectra (red curve)
of 500 nm-thick Alq3 thin film.

susceptibility χ(3) (in units of esu) through the following relation [33]:
(
)
ε0 c2 n20 βeff λ
(1)
Imχ (3) = 10− 2
4π 2
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the velocity of light in
vacuum, λ is the wavelength of the laser beam, and n0 is the linear
refractive index.
In general, nonlinear absorption can be attributed to saturation ab
sorption, reverse saturation absorption, or two-photon absorption. The
first process is associated with saturation effects and causes a decrease in
the absorption of the sample with increasing laser intensity. On the other
hand, both reverse saturation absorption and two-photon absorption
lead to an increase in absorption due to the involvement of higher
excited states with proper lifetimes and cross sections in the process and
immediate transition by instantaneous two-photon absorption, respec
tively [34].

Fig. 3. (a) FESEM image of Alq3 thin film scanned over 100 × 100 nm2.(b) 2Dtopograpical Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) image of Alq3 thin film from an
approximately 5 μm × 5 μm scanned area.

strong narrow absorption peaks can be observed at around 265 nm and
196 nm. The first absorption band in the UV range is known as the Soret
(B) band and is due to the (S0 → S2) transition, whereas the absorption
band in the visible range is known as the Q band and is due to the (S0 →
S1) π-π* transition [31].
The normalized photoluminescence (PL) emission spectrum of the
Alq3 thin film is also shown in Fig. 4. A broad PL spectrum emission peak
centered at 509 nm is observed in the spectrum after photo-exciting the
sample with an incident wavelength at 390 nm. This broadband emis
sion can be attributed to the (S1 → S0) transition [32].
Nonlinear absorption measurements
Fig. 5. Experimental data (red circles) and fitted curve (solid black) for the
open aperture Z-scan measurement of Alq3 thin film at the laser wavelength of
532 nm and an intensity of 1.27 × 104 w/cm2.

The nonlinear absorption coefficient (βeff) is a measure of NLO ab
sorption and is related to the imaginary part of the third-order NLO
3
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Fig. 5 shows the normalized experimental OA Z-scan transmittance
curve for a 500 nm-thick Alq3 thin film at a laser wavelength at 532 nm
and an intensity of Io = 1.27 × 104 W/cm2. The measured curve is flat at
sample positions away from the focus where linear processes are
dominant. Near the focus, the curve exhibits a narrow symmetric bellshaped profile with a maximum at the focus point (z = 0), which is a
signature of saturation absorption. The experimental transmission
values of the OA Z-scan can be fitted using the following expression
[29,35–39]:
T(z) =

1
ln(1 + q0 (z))
q0 (z)

(2)

where q0 is a βeff -dependent parameter defined as q0(z) = βeff IoLeff/(1 +
z2/z2o) with Leff and z0 standing for the effective thickness of the sample
and the Rayleigh length of the focused beam, respectively.
The fitted curve is also shown in Fig. 5. The extracted nonlinear
absorption coefficient (βeff) is negative, indicating the saturation ab
sorption nature of the sample. The estimated values of βeff and Im(χ(3))
for the Alq3 thin films are found to be − 2.84 ± 0.30 × 10− 2 cm/W and
− 9.95 ± 1.49 × 10− 6 esu, respectively.
The response of the thin film at 532 nm exhibits the same nonlinear
absorptive character observed in Alq3 chloroform solutions [18].
Moreover, the numerical values of βeff in both forms are within the same
range (βeff ≈ − 2.5 × 10-2 cm/W in Alq3 chloroform solutions).
Fifth-order nonlinear optical measurements
To produce the 5th harmonic signal from a 500 nm thick Alq3 film,
femtosecond laser pulses with a central wavelength of around 2 µm are
used. Fig. 6(a) shows the 5th harmonic order spectrum from the Alq3
thin film plotted in red. The figure also presents the spectrum obtained
from the bare quartz substrate in black, which is less intense by an order
of magnitude. Therefore, it can be inferred that the dominant contri
bution to the harmonic signal from the sample originates from the
organic layer while the background signal from the substrate has only a
little influence.
In the following, we show how the measured harmonic yield can be
related quantitatively to the fifth-order susceptibility χ(5). First, Fig. 6(b)
displays the fifth harmonic intensity (blue dots) in the Alq3 thin film as a
function of excitation intensity plotted on a double logarithmic scale.
The experimentally measured harmonic signal (Sexp) is fitted by the
following relation:
C ε0 E 2 5
Sexp = ηI 5 = η(
)
2

(3)

Fig. 6. (a) Fifth harmonic spectra from 500 nm Alq3 thin films and 500 µm
quartz substrate, at an estimated laser intensity of 2.18 TW/cm2 and a wave
length of 2 µm in the transmission geometry. (b) Laser-intensity dependence of
the strength of the 5th harmonic signal.

where E is the electric field and η is a proportionality constant. The
constants c and ε0 are the speed of light and the vacuum permittivity,
respectively.
The above power-law scaling of the fifth harmonic suggests the
perturbative nature of the generation process resulting from multi
photon absorption [40]. In this regime, the time-dependent polarization
along the laser direction, neglecting tensorial and non-instantaneous
effects, can be written as [41]:
∑
p(t) = ε0 Vfocal
χ (i) .Ei (t)
(4)

to express the fifth order of polarization in the following form:
5

p5 (t) = ε0 Vfocal χ (5) E0 cos(5ω0 t)
Thus, the expression for Scalc can be obtained as:
( )5
⃒ (5) ⃒2 5
⃒ ⃒2
2
⃒χ ⃒ I
Scalc = γ⃒χ (5) ⃒ E010 = γ
cε0

i

(6)

(7)

where χ(N) is the susceptibility of order N, and Vfocal is the focal volume.
The calculated harmonic signal (Scalc) is given by the 5th component
of the Fourier transform of the second time-derivative of polarization
⃒ {
} ⃒2
2
⃒
⃒
[41]: ⃒FT dtd 2 p(t) ⃒ .

where γ contains all pre-factors. Equating Sexp and Scalc, one can extract
the value of χ(5):
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(cε )5 η
0
χ (5) =
(8)
2 γ

(5)

This relation shows that χ (5) is directly linked to the harmonic yield
through the proportionality constant η. One can calculate the exact

To extract this component, we use the expansion.
∑i
Ei (t) = E0i cosi (ω0 t) = E0i
aj cos(jω0 t)
j=1
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Assuming that the reported measure value of χ(3) = 1.32 × 10-20 m2/
V2 obtained using the rotational maker finger technique in [28] varies
slowly with wavelength, χ(5) can be estimated to be in the order of 10-40
m2/V2. Given that the relatively strong linear absorption coefficient of
Alq3 thin film (α = 1.67 × 106 m− 1) in the range of the fifth harmonic
frequency, we expect the fifth-order nonlinear response of the film to be
higher than the estimated value. The observation that Alq3 has a
noticeable fifth-order harmonic signal at 2 µm aligns with the prediction
of enhanced induced polarization due to the presence of a central metal
atom in the highly delocalized π-conjugation system [28,42].
Conclusion
The nonlinear absorption and fifth-order harmonic generation were
studied in tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminium (Alq3) thin films.
The X-ray diffraction pattern revealed the amorphous nature of the
film structure. The optical properties of Alq3 thin films were examined
using spectrometric measurements at nearly normal incidence of light in
the wavelength range of (200–2500) nm. The negative value of the
absorption coefficient (βeff) obtained from the Z-scan measurement at
532 nm confirmed the saturation absorption property of the films. Under
mid-infrared femtosecond pulses, Alq3 thin films exhibited a noticeable
fifth harmonic response, which was confirmed to be of perturbative
nature. The measured NLO properties of Alq3 thin films present great
potential for use in optoelectronic applications.
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